About Kathryn Eriksen
I am a former attorney and litigator who now spreads the
message of Women’s Wealth. Money is a mysterious
subject for many women, because they have not learned
how to access their Feminine Money Super Powers of
awareness, intuition and abundance.

Empowered Way Coaching
I created Empowered Way Coaching to help women learn
how to be with money, as a woman. When women learn
how to peacefully create abundant wealth, the world is a
much better place.
Why Don’t Women Understand Money?
Women are taught about money from a masculine perspective – linear, process-driven and data
supported. This is a fine approach to manage a portfolio or save for a big expense, but it ignores the
feminine side of money.
When women treat money from masculine energy, they never quite measure up. Either the results are
not what they planned for, or they feel lacking in an essential area, always falling short of their male
counterparts. It can be humiliating, devasting and embarrassing, and the woman usually turns these
reactions inward, making herself to blame.
But here’s the secret: she isn’t to blame; she just doesn’t know how to be with money using feminine
energy!
Women and Empowered Way
After completing the Empowered Money Map Course, my clients all say the same thing – that their
relationship to money has transformed and now they are free to be wealthy. It’s just one of the benefits
of learning their money patterns, identifying where they sabotage themselves, and how to make more
empowered choices.
The end result is clear decision making, concise evaluation of a financial decision from inner knowledge
about her sacred strengths and gifts, and a peaceful relationship with money and wealth.
Signature Talks
•
•
•

Money and the Sacred Feminine
Discover Your Feminine Money Super Powers
Money and the Wizard of Oz

Contact:
Please send me an email: EmpoweredWayCoaching@gmail.com to explore the possibilities of speaking
to your group, being a guest on your podcast or part of your online group.

